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Confidential UN
report highlights
Iran’s involvement
in Yemeni conflict
Mohammed Alkhereiji
London

I

ran is arming the Houthi rebels in Yemen, a recent leaked
UN document has shown. The
findings by a panel of UN experts give credence to complaints by Gulf Arab countries concerned about Tehran’s intentions
in the region.
The report, which has been forwarded to the UN Security Council, states that the panel identified
“missile remnants, related military equipment and military unmanned aerial vehicles that are of
Iranian origin and were introduced
into Yemen after the imposition of
the targeted arms embargo.
“As a result, the panel finds that
the Islamic Republic of Iran is in
non-compliance with Paragraph
14 of Resolution 2216,” which
called for an arms embargo in
Yemen.
Houthi rebels have increased
ballistic missile launches targeting
Saudi Arabia, indicating capabilities the militia did not have at the
start of the war almost three years
ago.
On January 20, the Houthis fired
a missile at the southern Saudi
province of Najran, the second
such attack in less than a week.
The short-range missile targeted
a military base but there were no
reports of casualties or damage.

Four days earlier, a missile was
fired at civilian areas in Najran,
Saudi-led coalition spokesman
Colonel Turki al-Maliki said.
There have been a series of such
attacks in recent months, including the Houthis’ launch of a missile towards King Khalid International Airport on November 4. All
of the missiles were intercepted by
Saudi air defences. While causing
little serious damage, the missile
attacks have deepened tensions
between Riyadh and Tehran.
Claims that Iran was arming the
Houthis are nothing new. A 2015
UN report stated that Iran’s providing weapons to rebels in Yemen
dated to 2009, the early years of
the insurgency. The report included findings of an investigation
into the 2013 seizure by Yemeni
authorities of an Iranian ship that
was found carrying weapons.
The latest UN report, leaked to
several international media outlets, blamed Iran for most of the
conflict in Yemen but was also
critical of the Saudi-led coalition
concerning civilian casualties.
In December, US Ambassador
to the United Nations Nikki Haley
presented the UN Security Council with what she described as irrefutable proof of Iran supplying
Houthi rebels with weaponry.
“These are Iranian made, these
are Iranian sent and these were
Iranian given,” Haley said. “You
will see us build a coalition to really push back against Iran and what

Non-compliance. A drone on display at a news conference in Washington as part of evidence of Iran’s
arms support to Houthis, last December. 						
(AFP)
they’re doing.”
Analysts said the more recent
UN report might give the Trump
administration justification for
further sanctions against the Iranian government, which denies
arming the Houthis.
As the war rages on and the
humanitarian and economic circumstances in Yemen deteriorate,
Saudi Arabia answered a call from
Yemen’s internationally recognised government asking for help
in saving the country’s currency
from collapse.
Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud on January 17 issued a directive to transfer $2 billion to the Central Bank of Yemen
to support the Yemeni rial. The
move by Saudi Arabia to save the
Yemeni currency resulted in a 16%
spike for the rial against the dollar.
The total amount given by Ri-

yadh to Yemen’s central bank
since the start of the war is more
than $3 billion.
“All this money has been sent
with the aim to boost Yemen’s financial and economic situation
while bolstering the Yemeni rial.
As the value of the rial goes up,
the living conditions of Yemeni
citizens will change for the better,”

The findings by a
panel of UN experts
give credence to
complaints by Gulf
Arab countries
concerned about
Tehran’s intentions
in the region.

an official statement carried by the
Saudi Press Agency said.
Saudi sources called the latest
cash infusion “a deposit… the legitimate Yemeni government will
not have to return.”
The conflict in Yemen began
when Shia Houthis and forces loyal to former President Ali Abdullah
Saleh overran Sana’a in September
2014 and seized most of the country. A Saudi-led Arab coalition,
supported by the United States
and the United Kingdom, began an
air campaign against the rebels in
March 2015.
Saleh was killed in Sana’a last
December by the Houthis two
days after he said he was willing to
“turn a new page” with the Saudiled coalition.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.

UAE-Qatar ties further deteriorate after airline interception
The Arab Weekly staff

London

T

ensions between the
United Arab Emirates
and Qatar increased following aircraft encounters that led the UAE to
lodge an official complaint with
the United Nations.
The spat began with Qatar accusing UAE military aircraft of
violating its airspace on January
13, a charge Doha had also made
against the UAE in December.
Emirati officials dismissed the allegations on both occasions.
“We are working on responding
to that officially with proof and
evidence,” UAE Minister of State
for Foreign Affairs Anwar Gargash
said on his official Twitter account.
“We see this as an escalation and
(it) is unjustified and what used to
happen behind the scenes is now
uncovered,” he added dismissing
the finger-pointing by Doha.
UAE authorities on January 15
accused Qatar’s military of intercepting two Emirati passenger
planes en route to Bahrain, further
increasing tensions.
Saif al-Suwaidi, director-general
of the UAE’s General Civil Aviation
Authority, detailed the encounter
in a statement, adding: “Moreover, the crews and passengers saw
the incidents with their naked
eyes, which proves that the interception posed a present and clear
threat to the lives of innocent civilians.”
Bahrain released radar images showing the moment the
Emariti passenger jets were intercepted. Doha still denied the
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Dangerous moves. A file picture shows Emirati officials in front of an Emirates Airbus A380 in Dubai.
events took place.
The UAE filed an official complaint with the United Nations
over the incident, issuing a statement that said: “Qatar’s threat to
the lives of civilians through its interception of two UAE aircraft on a
routine flight to Bahrain via internationally accredited airlines, and
with all necessary approvals and
permits.”
The UAE, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain

There is a strong
belief in official
circles that the latest
antagonistic
behaviour by
Doha is an effort
to keep attention
on the crisis.

(AP)

and Egypt severed ties with Qatar
last June over what they described
as Doha’s interference in their
countries’ internal affairs and its
support for radical groups, such as
Hamas, the Taliban and the Muslim Brotherhood. The Qatari government denied the allegations.
The Arab quartet imposed trade
restrictions and ordered their citizens to leave Qatar, resulting in a
slowdown in the country’s tour-

ism, trade and banking sectors.
However, the issue with Qatar
has appeared to fall down the priority ladder with each member
of the Arab quartet addressing
domestic issues and, as far as the
UAE, Saudi Arabia and Bahrain are
concerned, the war in Yemen.
Saudi Foreign Minister Adel alJubeir in October labelled the dispute with Qatar as a “non-issue,”
stressing that there were more urgent matters to focus on, a sentiment echoed by UAE officials.
There is a strong belief in official
circles that the latest antagonistic
behaviour by Doha is an effort to
keep attention on the crisis.
“Qatar created this crisis to
force a reaction from the UAE,
which brings the crisis back to the
spotlight after it was forgotten,” a
well-informed Gulf source said.
Doha recently said it would seek
international arbitration to resolve
the dispute. The Arab quartet has
rejected previous such attempts,
claiming the solution is in Qatar’s
hands.
It appears Doha’s actions might
be economically motivated. A report from US rating agency Standard and Poor’s (S&P) stated that
most banks in Gulf Cooperation
Council countries — except for
Qatar — would see their financial
profiles stabilise in 2018.
“We think GCC banks’ profitability will stabilise at a lower level
than historically, underpinned
by an increased cost of risk and
the introduction of value added
tax, some of which banks will pass
on to their clients,” S&P report
said.
The report added about Qatar
that “trends in asset quality will
depend on how the boycott of the
country evolves.”

